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This paper reports the results of an investigation
into the discernibility of seven typefaces when overlayed
by 15 different gauges brought into contact with each type
face. Discernibility was tested under two conditions; stan
dard (original typeset words) and electrophotostatically
copied (second generation copies of the original typeset
words) .
The question that this investigation was attempting
to answer was whether or not certain typefaces are more
discernible after electrophotostatic copying than other
typefaces. The seven typefaces were chosen because they
have a known aesthetic preference that can be catergorized
in three groups; most preferred, inbetween and least pre
ferred. Preference is important because it helps set a
standard of comparison.
The results for the first condition (standard or
original typeset words) , correlated preference of typeface
to the ability to discern or identify the words. The re
sults for the second condition (second generation electro
photostatic words) , clearly suggest that some typefaces
reproduce better than other typefaces and that electro
photostatic copying directly affects the discernibility of
a typeface. It is therefore concluded that information
that will be electrophotostatically copied repeatedly,
should be set in a tolerant visible typeface.
"Visible"




Society is experiencing an information explosion. It
has been estimated that the amount of information available
in the world is doubling every twelve years. The printed
word is a common vehicle for the transfer of this knowledge
and information. In business, industry and government the
printed word is commonly passed on to its employees by
means of an electrophotostatic copy. These copies will be
copied again and again as they are passed through an organ
ization .
In our information laden age there is an ongoing need
to help the beleagured reader receive the best possible
electrophotostatic copy. Electrophotostatic reproduction
has its own print quality and print problems not usually
seen in offset printing. The toner used in a electrophoto
static copier is finely ground carbon. This carbon is
passed over each sheet of paper to create a copy of the
original. Carbon toner particles are dispersed randomly on
the unprinted areas of the page. This random dispersal, or
noise, gives the background of the page an overall gray
appearance, reducing contrast and degrading print quality.
Line definition can become ragged and
"hairy"
with
numerous generations of copies. Edge raggedness and edge
sharpness can affect print quality. These two characteris
tics directly affect the strokewidth of a character. A
ragged edge can give the character an overall increase in
density or a blurring of the character when combined with
background noise (Figure 1) .








Figure 1. Schematic representation of a character on
paper depicts important physical variables.
Source: Charles A. Dvorak, James R. Hamerly,
"Just-
Noticeable Differences for Text
Quality"
Journal of
Applied Photographic Engineering, 9 (June 1983) :98, Figure 1,
Maintaining consistent darkness for characters and
images throughout a page is important to subjective
judgements of print quality. Variations in the electro
photographic process can cause objectionable variations
in darkness if not controlled within acceptable levels. 1
If one can distinguish or perceive a difference in
contrast of text from the top of a page to the bottom of a
page, this would be labeled as a form of discernibility.
J. L. Crawford, Dennis Elzinga and Ricardo
Yudico, "Print Quality Measurements for High Speed Electro-
graphic
Printers,"
IBM Journal of Research Development
28-3 (May 1984) :277.
Discernibility is the ability to perceive or notice some
thing as being different. This paper examines the discern
ibility of printed electrophotostatically copied material.
The concern is with discernibility as opposed to legibility,
because legibility is the comprehension of a given text,
which is determined by numerous factors. Zachrisson defines
it as "the implied response of a reader to the stimulus of a
text . . . the contents, the physical appearance of reading
2
matter, influence of surroundings,
etc."
Since this
paper concerns the identification of words as related to
electrophotostatic printing as opposed to the comprehension
of text, legibility is not thought to be the appropriate term,
Electrophotostatic printing is the mass production of
a given message. To fulfill the need to replicate a message,
electrophotostatic technology has evolved into a
multi-
billion dollar business. This technology is barely thirty
years old and has made phenomenal progress in a relatively
short time period. Because the electrophotocopying industry
is highly competitive, there is a constant ongoing search
to improve the electrophotostatic copier.
Most research to improve print quality for electro
photostatic printing deals specifically with the problems
associated with discernibility. J. R. Hamerly identifies
2
Bror Zachrisson, Studies in the Legibility of
Printed Text (Stockholm:Almquist and Wiksell, 1965), p7 24





The dollar cost to improve a printed image
is extremely high. Consider the hypothetical case of a manu
facturer who spends large sums of money to improve the quality
of his output at the microstructure level, but ends up with a
result that is not noticeable to the customer. Most likely,
the manufacturer would feel that he had wasted his time and
money. This is why the majority of print quality research
for the electrophotostatic copier involves the "just notice
able differences", or discernibility of the printed material.
Dvorak and Hamerly have done numerous studies in an
attempt to define and analyze the "just noticeable differ
ences"
of edge quality. In 1981, they published, "Detection
and Discrimination of Blur in Edges and
Lines"
in which they
experimented with the normal edge profile. Dvorak and Hamerly
found that observers could discriminate a blurred edge from a
non-blurred edge when the edge transition was in the order
of 50 micrometers. When observers were asked to discriminate
between two blurred edges, their ability to discriminate
was even better. These same observers could discriminate
4
the edge transition for as little as 10-20 micrometers.
3
James R. Hamerly, "Just-Noticeable Differences for
Solid-Area
Noise,"
Journal of Applied Photographic Engineer
ing 9 (June 1983) :15.
4
James R. Hamerly and Charles A. Dvorak, "Detection
and Discrimination of Blur in Edges and
Lines,"
Journal of
Optical Society of America 71-4 (April 1981) :448.
James Hamerly went on to investigate imaging event
sizes and the effect an event size has on print quality.




Hamerly found that imaging event size has a
great deal to do with whether an image appears ragged or
blurred .
As stated earlier, electrophotostatic printing is a
relatively new technology as compared with the science of
printing. Advances in electrophotostatic printing in the
past thirty years have been great. Numerous researchers
have investigated and measured the just-noticeable differ
ences of a normal edge profile, tangential edge profile,
density, contrast, luminance and background noise. The
driving force behind these investigations has been an
attempt to improve and understand the print quality of
electrophotostatic copiers.
In 1984, International Business Machines Corporation
introduced the 3800 Models 3 and 8 and developed a computer
controlled scanner which measures and evaluates the char
acters for good print quality. The basic parameters are
stroke width, character reflectance, process uniformity,
print registration and edge roughness. Character reflectance
is the "darkest digitized point between edge threshold points
5
Idem, "An Analysis of Edge Raggedness and
Blur,"
Journal of Applied Photographic Engineering 7-6 (December
1981) :148.
The mean character reflectance is a useful estimate of char
acter reflectance when the toner is not evenly deposited
6
(usually resulting in light
printing)."
Process uniform
ity ensures consistent density of text from the top of a page
to the bottom. Print registration is a check for the skewing
of the print on the page. Edge roughness is defined as a
deviation of the toner from the nominal edge of the character.




objective measurements are discussed. IBM Corporaton feels:
. . . the capability to quantify print quality in
objective and repeatable terms is essential in the
printer development process. The objective measurements
of print quality have traditionally been carried out
with eye loupes and comparators. These methods have been
enhanced by the use of reflectance-measuring devices
and scanning reflection microdensitometers . 7
These methods are tedious, labor intensive and subjective.
Therefore, there is a definite advantage to automated systems
which can speedily handle numerous print-quality checks on a
variety of samples. They also provide "power to handle
complex algorithms, tireless handling of operations with
speed, and the data base and information handling that are
8
needed when print quality measurements are broadly
applied."
6
Idem, "Print Quality Measurements for High Speed
Electrographic
Printers,"
IBM Journal of Research Develop





The company Cognex has designed and sold a print
inspection system called "Checkpoint
1200."
This system is
a computer controlled vision system which is user-trained
for a wide variety of print inspection applications.
"User-
trained"
means the user shows the system a good quality
sample of what it will be inspecting. The system evaluates
test samples by comparing them to the "good
quality"
sample.
For individual characters, the system calculates
the character's deviation from the expected X and Y
coordinates; the character's shape relative to its
ideal representation is stored in memory and the
character's contrast relative to that of its counter
part in the layout model.
For scenes of characters, the system calculates
angular orientation, numbers of characters per inch,
interline spacing and left margin deviation, all
relative to the layout model. . . Checkpoint 1200 makes
its decisions about the acceptability of a character or
scene by comparing the average and worst case measured
values with user-defined average and worst case thres
hold values. 9
The Checkpoint 1200 system eliminates subjectivity
and human error while providing data to identify quality
problems .
These systems are large, expensive and usually
used for manufacturing control. There are many similar
systems produced by other manufacturers differing slightly
in their methods of analyzing data.
9




(Needham, Massachuttes , 1984), p. 7-8.
Measurements of the characteristics of good print
quality allows for the control of the electrophotostatic
process. Now let us consider the product that is being
electrophotostatically printed. If the original piece to be
reproduced is of poor quality, one cannot expect the repro
duction to be of better quality than the original. One of
the most important and most common materials presently
being electrophotostatically copied is printed material.
The printed message needs to be scrutinized as close
ly as does the electrophotostatic copied message. Past
pertinent information and research of printed material
encompasses discernibility and legibility. Whereas the
review of research for the electrophotostatic copied mater
ial was concerned mostly with the concept of discernibility.
The study that was performed and is being reported in
this paper examined discernibility problems as related to
typography. Typography is one small component of a complex
printing industry. This small component is of utmost impor
tance to the quality of printing and is the central topic of
this paper. The objective of this study was to determine
whether certain typestyles reproduce better than others, and
to measure the discernibility of the typefaces objectively.
Over the years, type has been the means to express
aesthetic and discernible qualities in a printed message.
The desire to attain the highest possible aesthetic and dis
cernible forms possible has led to the production of over a
thousand typeface designs.
A person who does not work in the industry of type
design might ask, "Why are there so many typefaces? Why
couldn't the printing industry use five or six basic type
faces? Who needs, or could possibly use, all of the type
faces
available?"
These questions demonstrate the lack of
understanding of the issues of aesthetics and discern
ibility as related to typefaces.
Aesthetics is defined by Webster's Dictionary as the
"theory of the fine arts; the science or branch of
philoso-
10
phy which deals with the beautiful, the doctrines of
taste."
Each individual has a different message to convey. Each
type designer has added a bit of their own personality into
the design of their type.
Aesthetic expression in type designs is important to
the study of discernibility. Each designer leaves a trace
of his
'art' in his product. Zacharisson devotes a full
chapter to the concept of aesthetics and typography. He
writes :
It is more natural to expect the characteristics of the
writer to manifest themselves in writing than in the
design of type faces. Is it possible at all to discern
the same sort of influence in a typeface? To those who
10
The New Webster Library of Universal Knowledge,
deluxe ed . (1965), s.v.,
"aesthetics."
10
have studied type design more intensively, the answer
would be in the affirmative. This is shown in some of
the formal writing of one of the masters in this field
today, Hermann Zapf. His lettering is personal: it is
also easily taken for type, composed and printed. A
comparison with a type face, somewhat in the same vein,
which Zapf has designed, will show that they possess a
common feeling. 11
There are thousands of typefaces available to the
public. Each typeface conveys its own
'feeling' in
accordance with the type designer. There are some type
faces that are very bold and some that are very subtle
(Figures 2 and 3) .
The person who does not understand why there is such a
variety of typefaces is missing the concept of how important
a typeface can be in conveying a message. Another important
researcher, Ovink, put it aptly: "The typographer ... who
did not hit upon the especially appropriate type, will not
have done actual harm to the transmission of the meaning of
the text, but he has missed an opportunity to intensify the
12
force of impression of the text to a considerable
degree."
Typography offers a wide variety of typefaces to
choose from. Selection is intimately connected to the
issues of discernibility in printed material. It is this
selection of different typefaces that directly affect the
11
Idem, Studies in the Legibility of Printed Text
(Stockholm:Almquist and Wiksell, 1965), p. 28.
12
G. W. Ovink, Legibility, Atmosphere-Value and Forms
of Printing Types (Leiden, 1938), p. 177.
11
ability to discern what one is reading. There are people
who cannot consciously distinguish the difference between
two serif typefaces; to their eyes, the typefaces are one
and the same. Is it possible that their reading efficiency
or unconscious aesthetic appreciation does show a differ
ence? Certainly these people would be more likely to
notice a difference if one typeface resulted in a greater
or lesser ability to identify a given message. Aesthetic





Figure 2. Examples of ornate typefaces.
Source: Reeder Type, AM Comp/Set Catalog of Type
faces, Fremont, California, Dutch Initials p. 153, Wedding
Text p. 148.
Discernibility and aesthetic expression can clash. If
the designer makes his character too beautiful or flowery,
the result is a lack of ability to identify the character
12
(Figure 2) . There are times when the individuality of a par
ticular typeface distinguishes it from all else, and does









Figure 3. Examples of simple, yet distinctive typefaces.
Source: Reeder Type, AM Comp/Set Catalog of Typefaces,
Fremont, California, Kabel Book p. 84, Helvetica Regular p. 84
Discernibility is an important factor when short
messages and symbols, such as headlines slogans, and trade
marks, are to be absorbed and recognized at a relatively
quick glance. This study is concerned particularly with
the problem of discernibility of certain typefaces with
relatively short exposure. It was the intent of this study
to identify typefaces that were pleasing to the eye and
easily recognized.
13
Discernibility encompasses technical factors of type
design as well as aesthetic concerns that contribute to the
effectiveness of commmunicating a message. Each typeface
has certain characteristics that link it together as a
family, such as overall design, boldness or density, con
trast, stroke width, x-height and skew. Consistency of the
design throughout the type family is essential.
Contrast directly effects discernibility- Tinker
investigated the perceptibility of printed material varying
the brightness contrast. He concluded that "Printed
material is perceived at a glance more readily as the




Type size and x-height are important technical
factors, yet difficult to pinpoint. Two typefaces at ten
point are not necessarily the same x-height. Point size is
measured from the top of the ascender to the bottom of the
descender when referring to phototypeset characters (Figure
4). Hot metal type is measured according to the actual cast
body size of the metal type, not by the typeface size
(Figure 5) . The x-height between these two typefaces can
14
vary as much as 25 percent.
13
Miles A. Tinker, Legibility of Print (Ames,
Iowa:Iowa State University Press, 1963), p. 152.
14
Idem, Studies in the Legibility of Printed Text




















Figure 5. Components of hot metal type.
Source: James Craig, Designing with Type, A Basic
Course in Typography 7th edition. (New York :Watson-Guptill
Publications, 1978) p. 24, Figures 38-39.
Tinker and Patterson surveyed a total of 1500 books
and magazines for a concensus of size of type used in
publications. "The American nonscientif ic magazines
showed a heavy concentration at nine and ten point size.
15
. . .Over two thirds of American scientific journals were




...After extensive investigation of 6, 8, 9, 10, 11,
and 12 point type, set in various line widths and
leading, made it possible to direct the attention of
the printer to safety zones for each typesize. By
'safety
zone'
is meant the limits of variation in line
width and leading that may be used for a given type
size without appreciable loss of legibility . 16
The material from which the typeface will be produced
is another important technical factor. Bodoni was a famous
type designer in the late 19th century, his designs were
governed by the materials he used to produce the type.
Bodoni often chipped into metal to create his type which
affected the minumum stoke width. Fear of chipping too much
metal away from the character to be designed hindered the
creation of delicate characters. Herman Zapf designs his
type most often for phototypesetting. His designs are not
hindered quite the same as hot metal type.
Zacharisson feels that:
...the designer's personal touch will accompany his
work. He also exerts a more purposive influence on the
typeface. This influence finds particular expression
in accordance with the use for which the typeface is
intended. There are limits - and not too wide ones -
to his choice of expression. We have a range of type
faces grouped in formal, traditional categories and it
is not easy to break these conventions. But in spite
15
Idem, Legibility of Print (Ames, Iowa: Iowa State
University Press, 1963), P. 67.
16
Ibid. , p. 106.
16
of this, there are many possibilities of creating type
designs that can speak as individual voices, loud or
low, sweetly, precisely or appealingly. 17
Gerald Unger describes the process of designing a
typeface for an electronic composition process that
creates type by vertical lines. He creates this particular
typeface (Demos) using the unique characteristics of the
Digiset (an electronic composer) to determine the design.
"Rather than work against the requirements of the
electronic process, I designed Demos to work with it. The
Hell Digiset [an electronic digitial phototypesetter] builds
18
up characters from vertical lines on photographic
material."
When considering mass production of this particular type
face Unger writes: "...To remedy some of the problems, I
specified in the design brief that the Demos letterforms
should be tolerant; throughout the design I have kept all
details simple and firm: sturdy serifs, joints at obtuse
19
angles, a strong color, an no extreme thin
strokes."
These are some of the technical considerations that oversee
the design of typefaces. These factors set some of the
boundaries of how much a type designer can deviate.
17
Idem, Studies in the Legibility of Printed Text
(Stockholm:Almquist and Wiksell, 1965), p. 78.
18
Gerald Unger, "The Design of a
Typeface,"
Visible
Language 13 (1979) : 135.
19
Ibid. , p. 144 .
17
In discussing the technical and aesthetic consider
ations of type it should be noted that art and technique
are inseparable. These two factors are ever present in
a typeface.
In the past, discernibility has normally been studied
subjectively. Richard C. Bell and James Sullivan researched
"Student Preferences in
Typography."
They felt that very
little research had been performed on the role of reader
characteristics and the interplay of preference and design.
Their study simply asked 245 university students for their
ranked preferences among typographical variants of a
20
paragraph.
Jack B. Haskins and Lois P. Flynne investigated and
reported on the "Effect of Headline Typeface Variation on
Reading
Interest."
They were concerned with women's
preferences of headline type. Again, this was a subjective
experiment in which they asked their subjects to rank
particular qualities that they thought described each
21
typeface.
In 1979, Cooper, Daglish and Adams were surveying
typeface preferences used for the internal technical
20
Richard C. Bell and James L. Sullivan, "Student
Preferences in
Typography,"
PLET 18-2 (May 1981):57-61.
21
Jack B. Hasking and Lois P. Flynne, "Effect of
Headline Typeface Variation on Reading
Interest,"
Journal-
ism Quarterly 37 ( 1960) : 224-230 .
18
reports produced by the Post Office Research Department.
Data was gathered for this study by polling 182 people,
who were asked to arrange seven typefaces in order of
22
preference and record this ranking on a response sheet.
Miles Tinker questioned and recorded the opinions of
over eighty subjects to rank the relative legibility of
23
eleven typefaces.
These are but a few of the researchers who have inves
tigated and ranked the legibility, readability and discern
ibility of certain typefaces by a subjective method.
Research on typography has been conducted for over
150 years. Why has so much research been performed when
typography has to perform a simple job, to convey a message
to its reader? As stated, there are a great number of
factors that influence the success of the reader in under
standing and comprehending the message. Technology is
advancing at a fantastic rate; these changes are directly
affecting the way we communicate and are thereby affecting
typography.
If there is a better paper color or optimum lighting
situation that will enhance the reader's ability to
22






Idem, Legibility of Print (Ames, Iowa: Iowa State
University Press, 1963), p. 44-48.
19
comprehend a printed message; publishers, printers and
typographers want to know. This has been the driving force
in the research of typography; to utilize all the mediums to
the best possible ends. These
'ends'
are the finished
visible printed product. We need objective ways of
measuring this product to know whether we've accomplished
our goals. The measurment has to be repeatable, tolerant
and easy to implement.
Definitions of Individual Characteristics of Type





ity is the "identif iability of a printed character or
25
form."
Legibility is reserved for the "influence of the
total format of a printed page on the ability of the reader
to understand the
text,"
or the "ease with which running




Readability is defined as "the effect of






Idem, Studies in the Legibility of Printed Text
(Stockholm:Almquist and Wiksell, 1965), p. 23.
25
J. J. Foster, "Commentary: Psychological Research
into
Legibility,"






The purpose of this study was to investigate a means
of objectively measuring the visibility or discernibility
of various copied and noncopied typefaces by a gauge; a
screen overlay of randomly dispersed dots (Figure 6) .


















Figure 6. Discernibility Gauge. Steps 1-15.
This gauge allows a numerical value to be assigned to the
discernibility of a typeface, and at the same time it is re
moving the subjective factor of an individual's preference.
Subjective anaylsis does not give an accurate value to dis
cernibility. There is a need to know whether a serif type
face is more quickly recognized than a san serif typeface;
whether one typeface is more readily visible in a rainstorm
(on a billboard) than another.
21
It is the intent of this research to objectively rank
the relative visibility or discernibility of seven typefaces
using fifteen gauges: discernible, rather than readable,
because the experiments performed in this study did not
allow subjects to
"read"
text, rather they identified words.
The purpose of using gauges was to create an objective
testing method. The intent is to indicate that certain type
faces are more discernible in the electrophotostatic copying
process than other typefaces, and to compare the copied
typefaces with the noncopied.
22
PRINT QUALITY CONCERNS IN THE EVALUATION OF COPIED
AND NON-COPIED TYPESTYLES
The amount of information available to an individual
is advancing at a fantastic rate. To productively utilize
this wealth of information, we must find ways to enhance the
communication process. The printed word has become our main
vehicle for the transfer of this information and can be re
produced by many technologies, i.e., laser printing, electro
photostatic printing, offset, etc. Each technology has its
own print problems and print quality and has to set standards
for an entirely new range of quality concerns for its users.
The discussion that follows describes the investiga
tion and research into defining print quality for electro
photostatic printing. The studies to be reported deal speci
fically with the discernibility or the "just-noticeable
differences"
of print quality. Edge definition is one of
the most important factors to be considered when judging
print quality. Two terms are used throughout these studies;
normal edge profile and tangential edge profile. Normal
edge profile (NEP) is:
. . . at any position along the edge of the character
is the optical reflectance of the image along a line
normal to the edge ... a degraded normal profile will
often result in the character being described as appear
ing blurred or unsharp [Figure 7] . Tangential edge
23
profile (TEP) of the character is defined as the dis
placement of its black-white boundary from a baseline
representing the ideal character boundary: ... A de
graded tangential profile will often result in the
character being described as appearing ragged, jagged,





Figure 7. Sectioned view of an edge image.
Source: James R. Hamerly, Robert M. Springer,
"Ragged-
ness of Edges", Journal of Optical Society of America,
71-3(March 1981) :285, Figure 1.
Edge definition is extremely important when judging
print quality- As mentioned earlier in this paper, Dvorak
and Hamerly have done numerous studies attempting to define
and analyze the "just noticeable
differences"
of edge qual
ity. In 1980, Dvorak and Hamerly investigated "observer
sensitivity to edge and line blur by measuring the just
noticeable differences of blur as a function of contrast,
edge-profile shape, line width, and for white lines on black
2
and black lines on
white."
Charles A. Dvorak and James R. Hamerly, "Just-
Noticeable Differences for Text Quality
Components,"
Journal
of Applied Photographic Engineering 9-3 (June 1983) :98.
2
James R. Hamerly and Charles A. Dvorak, "Detection
of Blur in Edges and
Lines,"
Journal of Optical Society of
America 71-4 (April 1981) :448.
24
The concern of their study was with the normal edge
profile. Images were displayed on a well regulated, high
resolution, cathode-ray tube. Observers were shown a blurr
ed image and an unblurred image, and asked to identify the
image with less blur.
If the observer correctly identified the less blurred
image on more than 75% of a series of trials (typical
ly four) , the transition width was reduced; if the re
sponse was correct in fewer than 75% of the trials,
the transition width was increased; if the response
was correct on exactly 75% of the trials, the width
was not changed . . . When the amount of increase or
decrease was less than a prescribed criterion level, a
fixed number of trials (40-60) was then presented and
the just-noticeable difference threshold was calcula
ted from this fixed set of trials. 3
Dvorak and Hamerly found that observers could discrimi
nate a "blurred edge from a non-blurred edge when the edge
transition width (10-90% luminance points) is of the order
4
of 25 seconds of arc (or 50
micrometers)."
However, when observers are asked to discriminate
two edges, each of which is blurred, performance is
considerably better; they can discriminate when the
dif-
5
ference is as little as 10-20 micrometers of arc.
James Hamerly has looked at both the raggedness of
an edge and the blur of an edge and equated the importance
of each to the particular system being used. In his
article, "An Analysis of Edge Raggedness and
Blur,"
Figure
8 represents three edge images that might be produced by
3 4 5
Ibid., p. 449. Ibid., p. 448. Ibid,
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different imaging systems. Each system has its own
imaging event. The imaging event is defined:
. . .to be the smallest unit from which an image is
made.. . . Examples are grains in photographic, toner
particles in xerographic, and ink drops in ink jet
images ... A smaller event size can theoretical
ly lead to higher-quality image; in practice, however,
this is not always the case. 6
In addition to event size, a factor important to the
quality of the edge is the positional error associated with
an event; that is, "a measure of the variation in placement
or occurrence of an imaging event about its intended
positon. In general, decreasing the positional error will
7












Figure 8. Diagrams representing three different
imaging systems.
Source: James R. Hamerly, "An Analysis of Edge Ragged
ness and
Blur,"
Journal of Applied Photographic Engineering
7-6 (December 1981) :149, Figure 1.
James R. Hamerly, "An Analysis of Edge Raggedness
and
Blur,"





Not only is the event size of each imaging system im
portant to the quality of an image, but the correct place
ment of each event is also important to the overall qual
ity. Hamerly was particularly interested in the normal
edge profile (when degraded causes blur) and tangential
edge profile (when degraded causes raggedness of edges) .
Small event-sized systems (such as continous-tone silver
halide photography) experience "positional error much lar
ger than the event size, deviations from an ideal edge are
much larger in the normal edge profile than in the tangen





Therefore, the smaller the size of the event the
greater the positional error will effect the normal edge
profile; the greater the positional error, the more blur
the image will project.
Now let us consider the edge quality of digital
imaging systems. Digital systems use much larger imaging
events to produce an image.
. . To produce any reasonable level of quality, the
positional error cannot be larger than the event size
and is, in practice, often much less. As a result the
tangential edge profiles and the image will often appear
ragged rather than blurred. An example is the simulated
ink jet image in Figure l[Fig. 7], which appears scal
loped, but not blurred, when viewed at true size. 9
8 9
Ibid., p. 149. Ibid.
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The larger the event sizes the more noticeable the
tangential profile, (even with little or no positional
error) therefore, the edge appears more ragged.
Hamerly investigated intermediate-sized (ten micro
meters) events to determine which physical attribute, tan
gential edge profile or normal edge profile, would be
dominant. Hamerly used xerography as the intermediate
event size (ten micrometers) .
The experiments consisted of a series of two alter
native forced-choice trials. Observers were shown many
pairs of edge images, typically between 40 and 60 in
any one session using a CRT display. Each pair con
sisted of a
'perfect'
edge and an edge constructed of
many 10 micrometer-diameter dots. The
'perfect'
edge,
though not physically ideal had normal and tangential
profiles that were well below observer detection thres
holds. The observer's task was to select the better of
the two images. "10
The results of this experiment suggest that it is
the tangential (or raggedness) rather than blur that limits
the discrimination quality of such edges. Hamerly suggests
that there should be an increased emphasis placed on
11
minimizing and monitoring of the tangential edge.
Charles A. Dvorak and James Hamerly described the
diffuculty involved in the evaluation of text quality:
Determining the quality of an image can be a very
dif-
fucult task. Image quality is the result of a possibly
large number of subjective attributes or impressions,
such as darkness and sharpness, each of which is de
pendent upon one or more objective, or physical, attri
butes of the image, such as optical density and blur.
10 11
Ibid., p. 150. Ibid., p. 151.
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The role of the psychologist in studing image quality
primarily involves the subjective domain; the imaging
scientist is largely concerned with the objective or
physical domain; and the psychophysicist attempts to
find relationships between the two. One approach to
obtaining some understanding of image quality used by
the psychophysicist is finding out what changes in the
physical attributes of the image are required before an
observer just notices any change in the image. While
this does not lead directly to an assessment of the
quality of the image, it does provide useful informa
tion... . The just-noticeable difference data indicate
the minimum changes in the physical attributes that are
discriminable to an observer, and hence can be used to
establish minimum limits required for image improvement
and degradation. "12
Dvorak and Hamerly conducted experiments to determine
observer ability to discriminate density, line width (stroke
width) , and tangential edge profile. Density refers to the
blackness of the characters. Line width or stroke width is
determined in this particular experiment by measuring the
lower case "1".
Each observer was shown thirty pairs of images. The
Images for these studies consisted of a paragraph
of text or the single word 'Rayleigh'. The word and
letter composition of the paragraph was representative
of those most frequently occurring in English. The ten
point size type styles were either Times Roman, a non
uniform line width, proportionally spaced font, Helve
tica, a nearly-uniform line width, proportionally-spaced
font, or Elite, a constant-spaced, nearly uniformed
line width font . . . The images were generated digital
ly on a computer such that independent manipulation of
the character attributes could be achieved. One image,
termed the reference case, was present in each pair;
the other image differed slightly in magnitude from the
reference case in terms of the physical attribute of
12
Idem, "Just Noticeable Differences for Text Quality
Components,"
Journal of Applied Photographic Engineering 9-
3 (June 1983) :97.
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interest. In any one session, images which varied in
only that attribute were presented; all other attri
butes were held constant at their ideal values. 13
Dvorak and Hamerly concluded that density discrimi
nation was not font-dependent (for the conditions tested) .
Tangential edge profile discrimination could be recognized
on a high physical level with small differences. "Such
discrimination implies that, for example, improving a
system whose edge profiles are near the minimum discrimi
nation point will require increasingly larger improvements




Before the observer could
notice a difference, great improvement had to be achieved.
Dvorak and Hamerly state that this also holds true for
luminance, contrast, and noise discrimination.
Line width (strokewidth) discrimination was found
to be font dependent. Hamerly and Dvorak found that even
though the Elite and Times Roman typefaces had the same
average line width, (Elite has a uniform line width, Times
Roman has thin and thick strokes) , the Times Roman
just-
noticeable difference was less than the Elite. That is,
the Times Roman line width was altered less than the Elite
but was noticed more frequently by the subjects. Dvorak
and Hamerly "hypothesized that the line width JND
[just-
13 14
Ibid., p. 98 Ibid., p. 99.
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noticeable difference] was smaller at smaller line widths,
it is then possible that the difference in the data is due




The result of line width
discrimination implies that just-noticeable differences in
print quality can be affected greatly by the typeface
used.
Charles Dvorak takes his investigation into text
quality one step further in his article, "Text Sharpness,
Its Components and Text
Quality."
Dvorak's primary concern
is to identify and examine text sharpness "as a function
of a variety of physical and perceptual parameters, and to
relate text sharpness to overall text quality in a manner
16
that embodies its physical
properties."
Dvorak notes
that with a high contrast process, such as electrophoto
static printing:
. . . text frequently undergoes substantial growth or
shrinkage in its nominal strokewidth, and as a result
can appear quite unsharp. This deficiency in sharpness
can exist even though the physical contours of the in
dividual characters (i.e., the acuteness of the tran
sition from white to black) may be essentially perfect




Charles A. Dvorak, "Text Sharpness, It's Components
and Text
Quality,"
Journal of Applied Photographic Engineer




Figure 9. Example of text blur.
Source: Charles A. Dvorak, "Text Sharpness, Its Com
ponents and Text
Quality,"
Journal of Applied Photographic
Engineering 9-3 (June 1983) :109, Figure 2.
This study generated text images on Xerox Alto com
puter and custom software, so as to manipulate all physi
cal parameters as completely and independently as possible.
The physical parameters to be tested were density,
stroke-
width, normal edge profile, rounding and filling-in. Den
sity and strokewidth have been defined previously in this
report.
Normal edge profile at any position along the contour
boundary of a character is the reflectance profile nor
mal to the contour at that position. It is character
ized by the width of the transition from white to black
using the distance between 10 and 90% reflectance value.
Visible values of normal edge profile width are what
usually cause an image to appear blurred, so the normal
edge profile width is what is usually referred to as
physical blur. To distinguish between physical and per
ceptual blur, the terms physical blur and apparent blur
will be used. Physical blur, as noted is equivalent to
the normal edge profile width; apparent blur, while
typically a consequence of physical blur, can exist
even when there is zero physical blur.
Rounding is the change of radius or curvature of a
character contour, it can be positive or negative,
accompanying strokewidth growth and shrinkage, respect
ively.
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Filling-in is the decrease in the space between
character contours, most noticeable in closed or nearly
closed letters such as e, a, g and m. Filling-in
accompanies strokewidth growth with or without rounding
[Figure 10] .18
R R
Figure 10. Examples of nominal character strokewidth
(center) , strokewidth growth (right) , and strokewidth shrink
age (left) .
Source: Charles Dvorak, "Text Sharpness, Its Com
ponents and Text
Quality,"
Journal of Applied Photographic
Engineering 9-3 (June 1983) :110, Figure 3.
While Dvorak tested subjects who were all experienced
in image evaluation, he found:
. . . growth and shrinkage in the strokewidth of text
images with no physical blur lead to variations in
apparent blur, which has been shown here to be important
to text sharpness and therefore text quality. This con
cept is especially important when considering conven
tional image analysis using a microdensitometer . 19
Dvorak concluded that text darkness does not neces
sarily mean that the higher the density the better the
text quality- Given a specific set of text images, such as
those used in Dvorak's experiments, text darkness by itself




Ibid. , p. 111.
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This is true "when increases in darkness arises from
stroke-width growth, which adversely affects the sharpness
20
of text due to increases in apparent
blur."
Dvorak
feels that text sharpness is the main factor contributing
to text quality.
The above information and research findings define
and identify the characteristics of concern when dealing
with print quality control of electrophotostatic processes.
To accurately investigate this topic, the pertinent re
search concerned with printed material must be reviewed and
discussed. As stated earlier; printed material is the most
common
"original"
currently used in electrophotostatic
coping. Some of the information and investigations of
printed material, as related to discernibility and legi
bility of type, follows.
Patterson and Tinker investigated typeface differences
and their effects on the legibility of text material.
. . . on the basis of suggestions from 37 publishers,
selected the seven most frequently mentioned type faces
for study. Scotch Roman, Garamond, Antique, Bodoni, Old
Style, Caslon Old Style and Cheltenham. Three radically
different faces were added: Kabel Light, American Type
writer and Cloister Black (Old English) . The speed of
reading technique [The test consisted of two equivalent
forms, A & B. Each form included 450 items of 30 words.
The vocabulary employed was relatively simple. Each item
contained one word that spoiled the meaning. This word
was crossed out by the reader as a check on comprehen
sion.]. . . was employed. The reading material was print




19-pica line width. Nine hundred college students were
the subjects. The speed of reading for each
typeface
was compared with Scotch Roman as a standard. Tinker
concluded that adult readers enjoying normal vision,
wide variations in design, seem permissible without
greatly affecting efficiency of reading. 21
Readers opinions, though, indicated that there was a
noticeable difference in the legibility of typefaces. "Accord
ing to the combined judgements of 210 college students, im
portant differences in legibility exist between the
type-
22
faces used in Paterson and Tinker's
study."
(Table 1.)
TABLE 1. Typefaces ranked according to reader opinions
of relative legibility.











Source: Miles A. Tinker, Legibility of Print (Ames,
Iowa:Iowa State University Press, 1963), p. 49, Table 4.2-10,
Tinker goes on to state that "judged
pleasingness"
of print was closely related to judgements of
legibility-













Miles A. Tinker, Legibility of Print (Ames Iowa:
Iowa State University Press, 1963), p. 49.
22
Ibid. , p. 49.
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on those printing arrangements that appear to be most
legible. Therefore, judged legibility may be accepted as
23
equivalent to pleasingness .
The Post Office Research Center reorganized the for
mat of their technical reports in "an attempt to improve
their overall appearance and legibility in accordance with
the principles of good typographical design and the oppor




The Post Office researched
relevant information on choices of typefaces to improve
legibility and found little information that would assist
their purpose. They did locate Tinker's report on readers
preferences of typefaces. The Post Office concluded they
would do their own experiment to find out what their
readers preferred from the typefaces available to them in
an attempt to improve legibility. One hundred and eighty-
two individuals (who regularly receive copies of the Post
Office reports) "were asked to arrange seven typefaces in
order of preference and record this ranking on a response
sheet. The result showed a significant preference for
25













Since readers do show a preference for different
typefaces, publishers wishing to please readers should use
preferred typefaces.
Patterson, Tinker, Zachrisson and numerous other re
searchers involved with scientific investigation of type
and printed material conducted their experiments with
numerous factors present (i.e., line length, leading etc.).
There are many reasons why these experimenters have conduct
ed their research in this manner. One of the major reasons
being the pure inability to separate these factors when
testing a subject. Russ Hart suggests that perhaps this is
the way all experiments in this area should be conducted.
This kind of thinking is based on Gestalt theory.
Mechanical replication of the environment alone does
not make a good visual statement. In all visual stimuli
on all levels of visual intelligence, meaning may lie
not only in the representational data, the environmental
information, but also in the compositional forces that
exist or coexist with the factual, visual statement.
The most important work in this area has been contri
buted by the Gestalt psychologists. Their underlying
point of view was that the response of any perceptual
organ to a situation is a complete and unanalyzable
whole rather than a sum of the response to specific
elements in the situation. "26
Thus, the Gestalt theorists believe that an experiment
should include all factors. The experiments conducted in
this report did not follow the philosophy of Gestalt. The
objective was to isolate and identifiy the ability to
26





recognize or discern a given word under certain preset con
ditions. The conditions that were tested were not
"normal"
reading conditions that an individual would be subjected to.
The overlayed masks were meant to simulate and exaggerate
poor print quality from an electrophotostatic copier.
Many researchers have used similar techniques to iso
late and identify a given problem. Bror Zachrisson, an
experienced researcher in typography, performed one par
ticular experiment that exemplifies the philosophy used
in the experiments performed in this study-
We have not used techniques which may artificially pro
duce differences, but which are of little interest in
the study of the normal reading situation. However,
having made the above experiments, we learned of a de
vice, that might throw light on the problems of Gestalt
formation, namely the haploscope (cf . p. 68).
In experiment 9, using binocular rivalry as our
measure, and discernibility as a criterion, we present
ed equalized words in oldface and san serif to a group
of adults. The results seemed surprising. Hitherto we
had, using [sic] several different methods of investiga
tion, found no differences between old face and san serif
typefaces. The binocular rivalry experiment gave clear
cut results, showing Gestalt superiority for old face.
Although a brightness control was made, the san
serif words looked slightly heavier than the old face.
It is possible that in this experimental situation,
boldness is a drawback. However, in other discern
ibility studies, distance (Roethlein, 1907) and visi-
blility (Luckiesh and Moss, 1940) boldness was found to
increase discernibility. Experiment 9 was conducted
with adults, where as the other discernibility exper
iments were made with children. . .
Our conclusion is that learning, more or less in
cidental, changes the mode of perception. We have no
proof to substantiate the hypothesies that a typeface
with serifs is more discernible than a san serif.
Several experiments have shown no significant differ
ences. The binocular rivalry test does, however put a
weight into the scale for a serif typeface. The
38
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problem is worth further investigation.
A haploscope is an instrument used for studying alter
nating ocular dominance. It's a stereoscope in which two
images are placed. Zachrission has taken a san serif type
face and a serif typeface and placed them in either side.
In 82% of the observations, old face was observed first.
The results of this experiment show that a serif type
face seems to be more readily recognizable than a san serif
typeface. To summarize Zachrission studies; under abnormal
reading conditions significant differences are noted between
different typefaces. This experiment does not conform to the
Gestalt
theorists'
philosophy, yet it indicates that signifi
cant differences can be detected among different typefaces.
Zachrisson conducted numerous other experiments of
legibility and visibility (under normal reading conditions)
using different typefaces and type sizes. He concluded
that "substantial differences in design and size may exist
28
without significant effect upon
legibility."
Most typefaces are a subtle and discrete meduim by
which we communicate. Normal experiments might not be
sensitive enough to evaluate and measure the ability to
recognize and discern certain print quality factors.
27
Bror Zachrisson, Studies in the Legibility of
Printed Text (Stockholm:Almquist and Wiksell, 1965) , p. YS9 ,
28
Ibid. , p. 167.
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Background
As the preceding literature review has indicated,
while there has been much research into the visual
characteristics of printed material, there has been minimal
investigation into how to objectively determine what is
considered legible or discernible for printed material.
In 1967, Mr. R. C. Donaldson first introduced the concept
of a readability gauge. The gauge was an inexpensive means
for measuring image quality output from impact and non
impact printers. Mr. Donaldson and Mr. Dennison (an RIT
graduate student) worked together to improve the gauge.
The results of their work was a screen overlay of random
grain pattern on seven milimeter photographic film. There
are 15 steps in which the grain pattern is increased pro
gressively in magnification from 1-15. The average trans
mission density is the same for each step. (Figure 11.)
In use, the gauge is placed in intimate contact over
the printed images and viewed at a normal reading distance
under regular office lighting conditions. The highest num
bered step at which the images can be read clearly, is the
numerical value of the discernibility or image quality -
This value incorporates different factors which contribute
to discernibility, including density, granularity, edge
raggedness, size and style of type.
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Figure 11. Discernibility Gauge overlayed in contact
with text.
Use of the gauge reduces subjectivity and produces
numerical values which can be specified to control the
imaging quality of information produced on impact and non
impact printers.
There are two experiments in the current study: the
first experiment uses fifteen gauges to rank the discern
ibility of seven typefaces using original typeset words;
the second experiment uses the same fifteen gauges to rank




If Tinker was correct in his assumptions and in
vestigations of typeface preference and legibility, then
the experiment using original typeset words will equate
preference and discernibility by ranking the typefaces in
the same order. As stated previousily, Tinker ranked cer
tain typefaces by
readers'
preferences and found that read
ers selections were determined by what appeared to be the
most legible. If this is true, in the first experiment, the
most discernible typefaces, will be the typefaces most pre
ferred and the least discernible will be the least preferred,
The second experiment is more diffucult to predict
due to conflicting information concerning discernibility -
Some research has indicated that the higher the density the
greater the discernibility. However, as was mentioned,
Dvorak feels that greater density can actually create less
discernibility, due to a lack of text sharpness.
The second experiment is expected to result in one of
the three following outcomes: one
- the typefaces will rank
in the same order as the first experiment, two
-
they will
be recognized at higher mask numbers due to the increase in
density or three
- the results will vary depending on the
typeface. If the results vary depending on a particular




This study is concerned with the electrophotostatic
process and the vehicle by which we communicate our message,
which is typography.
To accurately investigate the discernibility of cer
tain typefaces in the electrophotostatic process, there was
a need for a "standard", by which to compare the final re
sults. Therefore, the control group (first experiment) was
composed of seven typefaces that were phototypeset , the
second experiment used the same seven typefaces that were
second generation copies of original phototypeset words.
This allows for a comparison between original and electro
photostatic copies. It also ensures that the
"standard"
is
of as good a quality as possible.
As stated earlier, variety is intimately connected with
discernibility and the selection of a particular typeface.
Therefore, a variety of typefaces had to be used in the ex
periments to allow for an accurate test of discernibility -
After extensive investigation into research on type
faces most preferred by individuals, seven typefaces were
selected to be used in two experiments. The studies refer
red to, use subjective selection as opposed to objective
measurements to rank relative legibility. The subjects
selected typefaces by ranking their most preferred typeface
to their least preferred typeface. The conclusions drawn
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from this research was that "judged
pleasingness"
of
print is closely related to judgements of legibility.
Therefore, the expectation is that preference and dis
cernibility will be equal in the first experiment.
It is the intent of this report to objectively
measure discernibility by means of a gauge. This gauge is
easy to implement and relatively inexpensive to use.
Larry Anderson Associates mass produces the gauge
which is sold and marketed in the graphic arts industry.
The use of this gauge does not create normal reading
conditions; yet much of the printed material used in the
business world today is not normal reading material. In
the internal office environment, to be without some type
of electrophotostatic copier is unheard of and unproductive.
As stated earlier, photostatic copiers have a unique print
quality and unique print problems. Random toner dispersal
gives the page a gray appearance which reduces contrast on
the paper. Line definition can become ragged and
'hairy'
with numerous generations of copies. As copies are made
from other copies, splotchiness or noise in the background
of the piece to be copied increases. Typefaces are put to
the extreme trial of visibility.
29
Idem. Legibility of Print (Ames Iowa: Iowa State
University Press, 1963), p. 50.
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Based upon previous research on the electrophotostatic
process, the conclusion can be drawn that some typefaces
reproduce better in electrophotostatic copiers than others.
The intent of this study is to investigate which typefaces
reproduce best in these circumstances.
The seven typefaces were chosen by referencing Tinker
and his experiments on legibility (p. 34) and cross-refer
encing R. Bell and J. Sullivan's report on "Student Prefer
ences on
Typography"
(p. 35) and M. B. Cooper, H. N. Daglesh
and J. A. Adams, "Reader Preferences for Report Typefaces".
Again, there was no significant difference in type
faces, but readers did rank certain typefaces by preference
and equated that the more
"pleasing"
or the higher the
aesthetic value of the typeface the more legible the type
face was judged. The typefaces were classified in three
categories. Most preferred were Universe (Helvetica is
similar-san serif) and Cheltenham (serif) . In-between type
faces were Goudy Text (serif) , Bodoni (serif) , and Times
Roman (serif). Least preferred were Kabel Light (san serif)
and Cloister Black (also called Wedding Text-serif) .
Black lettering on white paper was used, as this was
found to be the most legible combination. Tinker investi
gated the legibility and readability of conventional black
print on a white background comparing it against the use
of white letters on a black background. Tinker's findings
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were that "black print on a white background is much more
legible than white print on a black background for materi-
30
als to be read in the ordinary
situation."
The decision to use words rather than paragraphs was
based on a number of reasons. Zachrisson expresses it best:
"Separate words may be studied in connection with
particular problems of legibility. Such studies are
not close enough to the actual reading situation to
ensure a basis for general conclusions. The word
stands on the boundary between the letter and the sen
tence. But some problems which are diffucult or impos
sible to approach with running text experiments
- in
direct vision, recognition, discrimination of detail
and blurred shapes, comparative studies on the basis
of short exposure-may be tackled with the word as a
test object. These problems are of interest in adver
tising and newspaper typography where short messages
and symbols, such as headlines, slogans and trade
marks are important stimuli. Although it may not be
possible to relate them to the problems that are con
cerned with running text, they should be investigated.
Their criterion may be defined by the construct of
'discernibility'
."31
The words typeset and copied were lower case. Lower
case was choosen, based on Tinker's study of legibility and
digits. He found that "Lower case letters differentiate and
therefore have more
'character'
than capitals. This permits





Ibid. , p. 152.
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Idem, Studies in the Legibility of Printed Text
(Stockholm:Almquist and Wiksell, 1965), p. 26.
32
Idem, Legibility of Print (Ames, Iowa: Iowa
State University Press, 1963), p. 42.
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All words were set in eight point type; a common size
used for magazine and book publishing. Tinker and Zachrisson
have both studied the effects of size of type on legibility.
Twelve to eight point type is a medium range. Leading is the
spacing allowed between sentences and is an important factor
when discusing legibility. The words were not presented in
running text form, therefore I was not concerned with leading.
Methodology
For each experiment, twenty two subjects were tested
using twenty-one words. Words used in the experiments were
taken from the Word Frequency Book. All words had similar
frequency of usage in the English language (see Appendices
page 74, Table 12). The seven typefaces were equally divid
ed among 21 words. Each individual was asked to identify a
five character word, viewing it through a screen overlay.
Each subject had identified a total of 36 words by the time
their testing was complete. The gauge's overlay started at
step 15, the most dense step, and decreased in density by
decreasing the dot frequency as the number of the mask de
creased.
The first experiment used phototypeset words. The
words were typeset from a Berthold Diatronic machine at
eight point type on a non-contrast photo paper. The 42
typeset words were produced on the same day.
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The second experiment used 21 words, typeset from the
same phototypesetter on the same day, as was the first ex
periment. The phototypeset words were placed on a Xerox
3300 copier. There were no special adjustments made to the
copier, or copies, and it was in good working order. The
copies made from the original typeset words were used to
produce another copy. Therefore, the second experiment used
second-generation copies. These copies were made on the
same day; the paper was Xerox 1024 copier paper.
All words were mounted on a three by five inch index
card in approximately the same position (the center of the
card) , with rubber cement. The masks were mounted on a
three by five inch index card which had a window cut out of
the center. The mask was taped to the back of the card to
avoid distractions. The masked three by five inch card was
then placed in front of the three by five inch word cards
and presented to the subject.
Procedure
Lighting conditions were overhead fluorescent lamps
(standard library setting). Subjects were allowed what
they considered a comfortable position; they were not al
lowed to get any closer than 25 inches from viewing the
mask and word. The word was set into a stationary binder
that had a 120 degree slant. It was from this position the
subjects were to guess the word.
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Appendices, page 75 shows a sample sheet with re
sponses. In each experiment the subject was shown 18
different words. Mask 15 was placed in contact with the
word and each subject would proceed through the masks until
they could correctly identify the word. All subjects were
given two test runs where results were not recorded. Ori
ginally, the first subject tested was asked to randomly make
a guess as to what the word might be as he looked at each
mask; whether he could see a word there or not. The subject
did randomly guess (7 different times) what the word was,
without being able to identify the word through the mask.
His responses were not used in the final data anaylsis.
All other subjects were allowed to volunteer a response,
rather than requesting a "guess", when they felt they could
see the word. The composite tally sheet of all 22
subjects'
responses for both experiments are in the Appendices, pages
72 and 73.
Subjects
Ages ranged from 19 to 64 years old. Criteria was
that their vision had to be self-reported as corrected
to 20-20 vision or had to be 20-20 vision. The subjects
were not given a vision test. Subjects were given no more
than 45 seconds to make a
'guess'
with each step of the
gauge. Most subjects took less then 45 seconds.
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Results and Anaylsis
First Experiment: Original Typeset Words.
All data can be found in the appendices with tally
sheets. The T-Test for independence was employed and in
dicated the following results (Table 2) .
TABLE 2. T-test results of Typefaces A and B versus
Typefaces C, D, E, F and G (original typeset words)
Typeface A(X=6.84) vs. B(X=6.79), t = .17, d.f.=96
Typeface A(X=6.84) vs. C(X=5.27), t = 5.37*, d.f.=105
Typeface E(X=5.44) vs. D(X=4.58), t = 2.84 *, d.f.=102
Typeface D(X=4.58) vs. F(X=5.49), t = 3.50 *, d.f.=101
Typeface D(X=4.58) vs. G(X=3.33), t = 3.89 *, d.f.=94
Typeface C(X=5.27) vs. D(X=4.58), t = 2.48 *, d.f.=104
Typeface C(X=5.27) vs. F(X=5.49) , t = .87, d.f .=107
*
Significant at .05 level of confidence
Typefaces A and B are equally discernible.
Typefaces A and B are more discernible than typefaces
C, D, E, F, and G (Table 3).
TABLE
3.-- T-test results of Typeface B versus Typefaces
C, D, E, F, and G (original typeset words)
Typeface B(X=6.79) vs. C(X=5.27), t = 5.07 *, d.f. =101
Typeface B(X=6.79) vs. D(X=4.58), t
= 7.37 *, d.f. =95
Typeface B(X=6.79) vs. E(X=5.44), t
= 4.22 *, d.f. =99
Typeface B(X=6.79) vs. F(X=5.49), t = 4.65 *, d.f. =98
Typeface B(X=6.79) vs. G(X=3.33) , t = 10.18*, d.f .=91
* Significant at .05 level of confidence
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Typefaces C, E, and F are far more discernible than
D and G.
Typeface D is more discernible than G.
Therefore: A, B > C, E, F > D > G
The best discernibility average was the mean of A,
which is 6.84. The worst discernibility average was the
mean of typeface G = 3.33. Typeface G also had the highest
standard deviation, meaning that the results were more
spread out and variable than any other typeface. Typeface
F had the smallest standard deviation, which means it had
the most internally consistent discernibility. It had a
mean of 5.49, ranking it the third most discernible (Table 4)
TABLE 4.-- Typefaces ranked according to results of first
experiment (original typeset words) . Ranking Order
-
most
discernible to least discernible.
TYPEFACE X of MASKS (mean average)
1. A - Universe 6.84 (san serif)
1. B - Cheltenham 6.79 (serif)
2. F - Goudy Text 5.49 (serif)
2. E - Times Roman 5.44 (serif)
2. C - Bondoni 5.27 (serif)
3. D - Kabel Light 4.58 (san serif)
4. G - Wedding Text .3.33 (serif)
37.74 Total
5.39 Mean average of 1st exp.
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Therefore: A, B > C, E, F > D > G
This finding reflects what Tinker had noted about
preferred typefaces. However, his experiment was purely
subjective as to reader preference of relative legibility
33
as contrasted to the current objective approach. Typefaces
C, E, F are clearly representative of the in-between
typefaces. The "most
preferred"
typeface in Tinker's study
was Cheltenham which ranked equivalent to Universe. Tinker
did not use Universe in his study. Two other studies on
reader preferences of typefaces choose Universe or Helvetica,
Universe was used to see how a san serif face would compare
with a serif face. Universe (san serif) ranked number one
statistically, in this experiment.
In Tinker's study, Cheltenham was ranked number one,
and Kabel Light, nineth; and Cloister Black or Wedding Text,
tenth. This experiment supports Tinker's findings; that
individuals'
preferences do affect the discernibility of a
typeface.
Second Experiment: Second generation copies.
Although the method, materials, and procedure remained
the same for both experiments; the results have changed
significantly- This is apparent in the ranking of the type




TABLE 5. T-test results of Typefaces E2 and A2 versus









vs. A2(X=7.64), t = .103, d.f. =118
vs. D2(X=6.59), t = 3.62*, d.f. =115
vs. B2(X=6.38), t = .64, d.f. =114
vs. D2(X=6.59), t = .37, d.f. =115
vs. G2(X=4.53), t =10.03 *, d.f. =109
vs. D2(X=4.53), t = 4.74 *, d.f. =109
vs. C2(X=4.53), t = 5.54 *, d.f. =114
vs. G2(X=3.64) , t = 2.26 *, d.f .=106
*
Significant at .05 level of confidence
Typeface E2 and A2 are equally discernible.
Typeface E2 and A2 are more discernible than B2, C2,
D2, F2, and G2.
Typeface F2, D2, and B2 are equally discernible and
are more discernible than C2 and G2.
Typeface C2 is more discernible than G2.
Therefore: E2, A2 > F2, D2, B2 > C2 > G2
The best discernibility average equals the mean of
typeface E2, which is 7.67. The worst discernibility aver
age is the mean of typeface G2, 3.64. Typeface G2 also had
the highest standard deviation, meaning the results were more
spread out and variable than any other typeface. Typeface A2
had the smallest standard deviation, which means it has the
most internally consistent discernibility with a mean of 7.64
ranking it equally
discernible with typeface E2 (Table 6) .
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TABLE 6. Typefaces ranked according to results of second
experiment (second generation copies) . Ranking Order
-
most discernible to least discernible.
TYPEFACE X of MASKS (mean average)
1. E2-Times Roman 7.67 (serif)
1. A2-Universe 7.64 (san serif)
2. F2-Goudy Text 6.70 (serif)
2. D2-Kabel Light 6.59 (san serif)
2. B2-Cheltenham 6.38 (serif)
3. C2-Bodoni 4.53 (serif)
4. G2-Wedding Text .3.64 (serif)
43.15 Total
6.16 Mean average of 2nd exp.
Comparing the originals against the second generation
copies using the t-test (Table 7).
TABLE 7. T-test results of original typefaces versus
second generation copied typefaces
Typeface A2(X=7.64) vs. Al(X=6.84), t
= 2.68 *, d.f. =105
Typeface B2(X=6.38) vs. Bl(X=6.79), t =-1.20, d.f. =100
Typeface C2(X=4.53) vs. C1(X=5.27), t =-2.07 *, d.f. =109
Typeface D2(X=6.59) vs. Dl(X=4.58), t
= 6.63 *, d.f. =109
Typeface E2(X=7.67) vs. El(X=5.44), t
= 7.05 *, d.f. =116
Typeface F2(X=6.70) vs. Fl(X=5.49), t
= 4.59 *, d.f. =107
Typeface G2(X=3.64) vs. G1(X=3.33) , t = .87, d.f .=97
* Significant at .05 level of confidence
Typeface A2 was significantly MORE discernible than A.
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There was no significant difference between B2 and Bl,
Typeface C2 was significantly LESS discernible than C,
Typeface D2 was significantly MORE discernible than D,
Typeface E2 was significantly MORE discernible than E.
Typeface F2 was significantly MORE discernible than F.
There was no significant difference between G2 and G.
Four typefaces in the second experiment are more dis
cernible than the first experiment. Two typefaces in the
second experiment are unchanged from the first experiment.
Typeface C proved to be significantly less discernible in
the second experiment, when compared to the first (Figures
12-18) . The graphs displayed compare the individual re
sponses for each typeface. The graphs clarify the changes
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Figure 12. Comparison of
subjects'
responses to Type
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Figure 13. Comparison of
subjects'
responses to Type
face B in the first and second experiment.
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Figure 14. Comparison of
subjects'
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Figure 15. Comparison of subjects' responses to Type
face D in the first and second experiment.
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Figure 16. Comparison of
subjects'
responses to Type
face E in the first and second experiment.
Typeface E:
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Figure 17. Comparison of
subjects'
responses to Type
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Figure 18. Comparison of
subjects'
responses to Type
face G in the first and second experiment.
Typeface G: A" FIRST EXPERIMENT,
0- SECOND EXPERIMENT
The san serif typefaces seemed to reproduce slightly
better than the serif faces. Kabel Light placed second from
the bottom in the first experiment and ranked fourth in
discernibility in the second.
Comparing the first experiment findings against the
second experiment findings, it becomes obvious how the
typefaces have changed in discernibility.
1st Experiment: Al, Bl > CI, El, Fl > Dl > Gl




Comparing Tinker's ranking of preferred typefaces
against the results of my first experiment (using original
typeset words) , the ranking order of most discernible to
least discernible in the first experiment show that pre
ference and discernibility rank the same (Table 8).
TABLE 8. Typefaces ranked according to results of first
experiment; as compared to Tinker's ranking of preference.
Ranking Order
- Most discernible to least discernible.
Tinker's ranking of preference: TYPEFACE (first experiment)
(most preferred) 1. A
- Universe (san serif)






- Times Roman (serif)
(in-between) 2. C
- Bondoni (serif)
(least preferred) 3. D
- Kabel Light (san serif)
(least preferred) 4. G
-
Wedding Text (serif)
The typefaces individuals preferred the most were
the two most discernible. The three in between typefaces
ranked third, fourth, and fifth in discernibility. The
least preferred typefaces ranked as the least discernible.
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The results of the first experiment substantiate Tinker's
findings and statements (refer to page 34) ; he found
that "judged
pleasingness"
of print was closely related to
judgements of legibility. Reader's preference of typefaces
are those that are easily identified under normal conditions.
The second experiment is not quite as simple to
compare (Table 9) .
TABLE 9.-- Typefaces ranked according to results of second
experiment; as compared to Tinker's ranking of preference.
Ranking Order
- Most discernible to least discernible.
Tinker's ranking of preference: TYPEFACE
(in-between) 1. E2-Times Roman (serif)
(most preferred) 1. A2-Universe (san serif)
(in-between) 2. F2-Goudy Text (serif)
(least preferred) 2. D2-Kabel Light (san serif)
(most preferred) 2. B2-Cheltenham (serif)
(in-between) 3. C2-Bodoni (serif)
(least preferred) 4. G2-Wedding Text (serif)
Universe ranked high in discernibility and high in
preference. Wedding Text ranked very low in discernibility
and was rated as least preferred. Bodoni ranked low in dis
cernibility, but was considered an in-between typeface.






To actually see what the photostatic copier has done
to the typefaces, they have been photographically enlarged
(Figure 19) . The density of the photostatic copies are
slightly increased in both the serif and san serif
typefaces. This increase in density seems to be inherent
in photostatic copiers, possibly as a means of offsetting
the overall gray tonality on the page. An increase in
density will normally create an increase in discernibility.
Typefaces A, D, E, and F were more discernible in the second
experiment than in the first; this could be attributed to
an increase in density, or as Dvorak and Hamerly had found
(page 3) , that line width (stroke-width) discrimination is
font-dependent. Dvorak and Hamerly concluded that the thin
ner the stroke the smaller the "just-noticeable difference".
Dvorak and Hamerly noted in their experiment that the more
"delicate"
typeface was altered less than the constant
stroke-width typeface, but was noticed more frequently by
35
the subjects. Typeface A and D are both san serif faces.
Typeface A (Universe) has a sturdy constant stroke-width,
which seems to have held together well when reproduced.
Typeface D (Kabel Light) has a much thinner stroke-width, but
it is a sturdy constant stroke,
which seems to have held
together well (Figure 19) .
35ldem, "Just Noticeable Differences for Text Quality
Components,"
Journal of Applied Photographic Engineering
9-3 (June 1983) :99.
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Typefaces E and F are both serif faces, yet the main body
of both typefaces are sturdy and constant in stroke. This
factor could be determining the high discernibility of these
four typefaces. As seen in Figure 19, all of the typefaces
experienced the dropping-out and filling-in of characters.





Original words 2nd generation copies
Figure 19. Photographic enlargements of typeset words
(first experiment) and second generation copied words
(second experiment).
In the second experiment, typefaces A
- Universe
(san serif) and D
- Kabel Light (san serif) , proved to be
significantly more discernible than in the first experi
ment. Kabel Light has moved in the ranking of discernibil
ity within the second experiment from sixth position
(first exp.) to fourth position. The san serif typefaces
used in this study seem to have held up through the repro
duction process slightly better than their serif peers.
The results of the second experiment indicate a good,
sturdy typeface would be
Universe (Helvtica) , Goudy Text or
possibly Times Roman or
Kabel Light.
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Typefaces B, C and G were either not significantly
different or were less discernible in the second experi
ment, when compared to the first. The result of this part
of the second experiment disputes the theory that an in
crease in density creates an increase in discernibility
(See Zachrisson study page 37). Typefaces B, C and G can be
explained with Dvorak's study (page 31-32) that text dark
ness does not necessarily mean the higher the density the
better the text quality. In fact, typeface C, which lost
discernibility from the first experiment to the second, can
be explained by Dvorak's conclusion that text sharpness is
36
the main factor contributing to text quality. When text
sharpness is sacrificed by way of excessive density, which
involves the filling-in and rounding of characters, overall
text quality is lost.
(Refer to Figure 19.) When looking at these type
samples, the explanation for the results in these two exper
iments is obvious. The photostatic copier has thickened




In conclusion, preferred typefaces correlate with
high discernibility in first-generation forms.
Second-
generation electrophotostatic copies are clearly different
36
Idem, "Text Sharpness, It's Components and Text
Quality,"
Journal of Applied Photographic Engineering 9-3
(June 1983) :111.
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from first-generation forms. Therefore, the same criteria
for the typography will not apply to the second generation
copies as it does to original forms of typography. One can
not apply previously set definitions of discernibility for
original typography to second-generation forms: to do so,
would be a grave error. The result of these experiments
clearly suggests that some typefaces in the original form
rank low in discernibility, but as second-generation copies,
they rank high in discernibility- It seems when dealing
with second generation forms, we're playing a new game and,
therefore, need a new set of criteria.
Recommendations
There is a real need in our society to clarify and
simplify the exchange of information.
The type designer,
Gerard Unger states in an article "The Design of a Type
face", that "the design of a typeface should work with the
medium that will reproduce it, rather than against the
medium. Once the type designer has completed his design, it
now becomes the author or writer's decision to clarify his





Gerard Unger, "The Design of a
Typeface,"
Visible
Language 13 (1979) :135.
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Typefaces used for reports, manuals and interoffice
information exchange, that will be photostatically copied
over and over again, should be set in a tolerant
"visible"
typeface. By visible, I mean a typeface that is simple and
firm with no extreme thin strokes.
This study tested seven typefaces: future work should
include the evaluation of numerous typefaces, especially
those used in advertising (billboards, headlines etc.).
It is here I would like to note an interesting excerpt
from Tinker's studies. He suggests for the improvement of
legibility that "certain letters, capital and lower case,
can be improved by more judicious use of the following: (a)
serifs, (b) heaviness of stroke, (c) delineation of distinguish
ed characters, (d) simplification of outline, (e) white space
38
between letters and, (f) width of
letters."
I agree with
all that he recommends except for the use of more serifs.
Another interesting investigation would be a more
in-
depth study of serif verses san serif typefaces.
In Tinker's studies of contrast and white print on a
black background, he suggests that it is best "to avoid
white type on black background for material of any length.
When white type on black is employed to attract attention,
the amount of text should be small, and a sans serif type
38
Idem, Legibility of Print (Ames Iowa: Iowa State
University Press, 1963), p. 42.
66
in 10 to 14 point size should be used to minimize the loss




This could provide a very inter
esting study as to the actual discernibility of white type
using the fifteen step gauges.
I would also recommend when copying typefaces that a
more accurate control of density should be observed. This
would allow for a better basis to compare originals against
photostatic copies.
39
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TABLE 10. First experiment's tally sheet of subjects correct
identification of each word, to the corresponding mask
number and typeface.
TYPEFACE

















9 4 2 1
8 11 13 1 2 8 2
7 8 7 7 1 5 8 2
6 16 15 19 10 15 19 5
5 7 6 11 14 10 12 5
4 1 1 11 9 10 9 5
3 1 1 4 12 4 3 13




TABLE 11. Second experiment's tally sheet of subjects
correct identification of each word to the corresponding
mask number and typeface.
TYPEFACE















11 3 3 3
10 4 3 1 2 2
9 7 3 1 3 10 3
8 13 8 5 6 16 11 1
7 16 16 5 17 15 18 3
6 11 7 11 18 12 9 5
5 1 7 5 6 2 9 6
4 1 8 9 6 2 3 14






TABLE 12. Words used to test subjects, typeset at 8
point type with corresponding number and character that
identifies each word used in the experiment (see Table 11
for Word Code) .























































































( ) denotes the frequency of usage in the English
language. American Heritage Word Frequency Book. Boston,
Massachuttes. Houghton-Mifflin, 1971.
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TABLE 13.-- Sample tally sheet of subject's responses
during test.
FIRST EXPERIMENT
order Word Code Mask Number
1 El. 14 7















17 CI. 9 9
18 Dl.ll 5
SECOND EXPERIMENT


















18 A2. 2 9
